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We prove that every homeomorphism of the pseudo-arc is conjugate to an E-homeomorphism. 
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The pseudo-arc is a nondegenerate, hereditarily indecomposable, chainable con- 
tinuum. Among its many interesting properties are its homogeneity [l], hereditary 
equivalence [5], and the fact that though chainable it admits many effective compact 
group actions [3]. It is known [4] that every self map of a pseudo-arc is a near- 
homeomorphism and that every homeomorphism of the pseudo-arc is a product of 
&-homeomorphisms. Recently there has been increasing interest in the dynamics of 
the pseudo-arc, with Kennedy [Z] proving the existence of transitive homeomorph- 
isms. Barge has asked whether there exist such homeomarphisms which are 
arbitrarily close to the identity. 
We provide a positive answer to this question and show that any dynamics 
occurring in homeomorphisms of the pseudo-arc occurs in homeomorphisms which 
are arbitrarily close to the identity. Specifically, we show that every homeomorphism 
of the pseudo-arc is conjugate to an &-homeomorphism, for each E Y=. 0. 
The following theorem is standard in work with the pseudo-arc and reduces the 
proof of our result to finding a chain with appropriate properties. 
Theorem 1 [l]. IfC={C,, C, ,..., C,,) a&D={&, D ,,..., 0,) arechainscowr- 
ing the pseudo-arc P, rhen there is a homeomorphism h : P + P such that for each i, 
O~iin, h(C,)cst(Q,D). 
* Work on this result was supported in the part by NSF grant DMS-8620338, and by Texas Advanced 
Research Program grant 1296. 
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The result of this paper is the following. 
Theorem 2. If h : P + P is a homeomorphism of the pseudo-arc P and E > 0, there exists 
a homeomorphism g : P + P with dist(ghg-‘, idp) < E. 
Proof. There exists a positive integer n such that the pseudo-arc is covered by a 
chain D of mesh less than $E having n links. We will construct a chain C having 
at least n links such that, for each point XE P, x and h(x) are in adjacent links of 
C. By the above theorem, we can then use C and D to construct a homeomorphism 
g of P with dist(g(x), gh(x)) < E for each .TE F? (D can always have its links split 
so that C and D have the same number of links, if necessary.) The chain C will 
be obtained by using h to modify a chain B covering the pseudo-arc. Let B = 
{Bo,B,,..., B,}. If we choose B to be of sufficiently small mesh that 
U-n~i~n.O~j~n h’(Bj) d oes not cover P, then the chain C which we construct will 
have more than n links. For each i< m let 8; = P-(Uj,i Bj). Note that fii is a 
closed subset of lJjSi B,. 
For the construction of C. let 
Co = Bo, 
C,=[B,uh(B,)uh-‘(B,)]--I&,,, 
Cz=[B2uh(B,)uh’(B,)uh-‘(B,)uh-‘(B,)]-[~,uh(~~,,)uh-‘(~,)J. 
In general, for each i let 
-[ ( U 
OSj<i 
h’(gt-I-,)) u (.yci h-‘(fit-t-j))]* 
Each Ci is open, and, by assumption on B, lJiI,, Ci # P. Thus we need only verify 
that C is a chain covering P and that, for each XE P, x and h(x) are in adjacent 
links of C. 
If C, and C, are two links of C with i+ 1 < t, then 
_ C,c Biu u 
( 
h’(B,,) 
> ( 
u u h-‘(B;_j) . 
O<jSi OGjri > 
However, 
Bi c &_, , 
h’( B,,) c h’(&_,,), since B,-j c &-,_j, 
h-‘(B;,)c h-‘(&,_j), since B,, t l?,-,-j. 
Thus C, A C, = 0. 
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Observe also that for each i, 
This can be verified by showing inductively that for each i the closed set 
excluded from Ci is in U,--, C,. 
By (*) the collection of C, covers P. Let p > n be the maximum index such that 
C, is nonempty. Then, since P is connected, for each i < p both Ci and Ci n Ci+, 
are nonempty. Thus C = (C,, C, , . . . , C,) is a chain covering P. 
To verify that for each XE P the points x and h(x) are in adjacent links of C, let 
XE P and let i(x) be the smallest integer such that C,, ,, contains either x or h(x). 
Case 1: Sz~ppose x E Cicrb. If XE h-“(B,,,,_i) for some O< j6 i(x), then h(x) E 
h-“-“(~i~,~,_.i}. However, 
OSj-lSi(x)-I, i(x)-j=i(x)-I-(j-l), 
SO ht.\-) E Ujzsrtri-i C, by (*), which is a contradiction to our choice of i(x). 
If.yE B~~,l~(lJ~.cjs~ir) ~'~Bi~~~_j)}, then 
h(x) E U h’+‘(&,,,-,I = U 6&.,+,-,,rr,). 
OS,Sif.Y) O-cj~i(xl+l 
Thus h(x) f UJsiw+, C, and SO, by our choice of i(x), ME Ciist~ Cit.y)+i. 
Case 2: Slippose h(x) E Cjl-;, . If ~(x)~~‘(~~~_~,-_~) for some O<jSi(x), then 
x E il-‘-‘( Bic.Y,_j). However, 
osj- 1 i i(x) - 1, i(x)-j=i(x)-l-(j-l), 
so XEUjsi~.~,-, Cj by (*I, which is again a contradiction to our choice of i(x). 
If h(x)E Bit>U (U~<j~i<x) h-‘(Bi<.z>-j)), then 
XE U h-‘j+“(Bi,.r,-/)= U h-‘(Bi<.r)TI-(j+l)). 
OSjSi(.x) O<jSi(x)+l 
Thus x~Ujsrt.xt+~ Cj and SO, by our choice of i(x), XE C,crru C&,+,. U 
Since any dynamical properties of a homeomorphism are preserved by conjugacy, 
all of the dynamics occurring in homeomorphisms of the pseudo-arc occurs in 
homeomorphisms arbitrarily close to the identity. 
Corollary 3 [2]. Far each E > 0 there exists a transitice homeomorphism h of the 
pseudo-arc P with dist( h, id P) < E. 
It should be noted that Totedo [6] has observed that if G is a compact group 
acting on the pseudo-arc, one can for each E > 0 find a homeomorphism h such 
that the entire orbit of each point under hGh_’ has diameter less than E. 
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Other than rigid spaces, admittin g no nonidentity homeomorphisms, the author 
is aware of few other continua with the property just identified for the pseudo-arc. 
Question. Which nonrigid continua have the property that every homeomorphism 
is conjugate to an &-homeomorphism? 
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